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“I know what the world has done to my brother and how narrowly he has survived it. And I know,
which is much worse, and this is the crime of which I accuse my country and my countrymen,
and for which neither I nor time nor history will ever forgive them, that they have destroyed and
are destroying hundreds of thousands of lives and do not know it and do not want to know it.
One can be, indeed one must strive to become, tough and philosophical concerning destruction
and death, for this is what most of mankind has been best at since we have heard of man. (But
remember: most of mankind is not all of mankind.) But it is not permissible that the authors of
devastation should also be innocent. It is the innocence which constitutes the crime.”
― James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Ferguson?src=hash
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Benjamin Looker
“Many of the musicians in BAG already lived or subsequently took up residence in LaClede
Town, a federally funded, mixed-income housing complex built on sixty five acres between
Channing, Ewing, and Laclede Avenues and Olive Street on the edge of downtown. LaClede
Town, with its racial and economic diversity, small-scale design, and its residents' varied mix of
professions, proved an excellent breeding ground for artistic endeavor as well as for social
activism. Architectural historian Ramin Bavar contrasts LaClede Town with the superblock
complexes typical of the time (including the neighboring Pruitt-Igoe), recounting that "[l]ittle
stores were placed throughout the project for various uses such as: a barber shop, laundry, a
small grocery, coffee shop, and a bar with a sidewalk café. The project was designed at human
scale and it tried to bring back some of the old ways of life." Planners envisioned the complex as
an "urban utopia." To the sometimes-idiosyncratic director Jerome Berger, one of the most
important principles was diversity, and he tried to keep LaClede Town integrated; during the late
1960s, the project was 50 percent white, 40 percent black, and 10 percent other minorities,
including many immigrants to the U.S. BAG trumpeter Floyd LeFlore fondly remembers his days
living in LaClede Town and the "real cultural experience" LaClede Town's racial,
socio-economic, and immigrant mix provided for his children.”
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Richard Rothstein
The Making of Ferguson: Public Policies at the Root of its Troubles
http://www.epi.org/publication/making-ferguson/

A century of evidence demonstrates that St. Louis was segregated by interlocking and racially
explicit public policies of zoning, public housing, and suburban finance, and by publicly
endorsed segregation policies of the real estate, banking, and insurance industries. These
governmental policies interacted with public labor market and employment policies that denied
African Americans access to jobs available to comparably skilled whites. When these mutually
reinforcing public policies conspired with private prejudice to turn St. Louis’s African American
communities into slums, public officials razed those slums to devote acreage to more profitable
(and less unsightly) uses. African Americans who were displaced then relocated to the few other
places available, converting towns like Ferguson into new segregated enclaves.
The pattern – in St. Louis and other U.S. metropolitan areas – of white middle-class suburbs
surrounding black ghettos cannot easily be explained without taking account of the myriad
public policies that, with race-conscious intent, encouraged and supported this particular
distribution of population by race.
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Michael Pauls
http://recivilization.net/TheCatastrophe/334lacledetown.php
It isn't widely known, but the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development did once
nearly build a successful project. Laclede Town, west of downtown St. Louis, was a one-off
experiment of the 60's, an attempt to create from scratch an integrated, mixed-income small
neighborhood. Residents were hand-picked, with some of the units reserved as housing for
nearby St. Louis University. HUD arranged a novel mix of public and private investment, and an
exceptional architect, Chloethiel Woodard Smith, gave it a plan radically different from anything
the government had ever built before. Laclede Town was a traditional neighborhood: a few
square blocks of streets lined with St. Louis-style row houses, only a little more bright and
colorful. It had a cafe in it, with outside tables, and buildings with small shops facing the street
and apartments above. It was the New Urbanism, thirty years ahead of its time.
Everybody loved it; from all accounts Laclede Town's diverse population thought it was the
nicest place they'd ever seen. A story involving HUD, however, could not end there. Like all its
projects, this one had been shabbily built, and as repair bills mounted the private investors who
were responsible eventually stopped putting money in; the way their tax depreciation worked, it
was the most profitable solution. HUD cut back its funding too, and gave priority on the waiting
list to the very lowest income people, many of them refugees from the nearby Pruitt-Igoe project
after its demolition in 1972. These were welcomed by Laclede Town's owners, who would be
assured of government-paid high rents and little hassle from inspectors while they watched their
buildings fall apart, waiting for a federal bailout that never came. All the original residents moved
out, and within a few years Laclede Town ended up an abandoned ruin, just like Pruitt-Igoe.
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
8/22/12
to Marco Giovenale
my appreciation for asemia is very strongly inclined towards its
existence as a kind of writing, perhaps even a writing-against-itself,
and not as a variety of visual (fine) art.



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
10/18/12
to Marco Giovenale

in some ways asemia seems like an idea, more of a goal than a process.
as we work towards it, we discover perhaps unexpected areas of
semantic potential, and find ourselves engaged in actualizing that
potential, as if taking a break from the pursuit of an imagined asemic
utopia.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
9/19/13
to Marco Giovenale

i have come to think of asemia as a goal of sorts, perhaps akin to john cage's quieting of the
mind. we can move in that direction, but if we are in fact working with something we can
accurately call writing, then we will never be able to attain the state of a fully quiet mind.
success so to speak will always be a matter of degree. that seems well worth the work to me.
the writing itself will never be strictly speaking asemic. it will always participate in the universally
human context of pansemia. i think it is of some value to acknowledge that.
for me, in my experience of it, asemic writing is a subset of the very large category of visual
writing (visual poetry is another form of visual writing). by visual writing i mean, simply, writing in
which the visual characteristics of writing are foregrounded.
i came to asemic writing by way of poetry. for me, asemic writing will always be a kind of poetry.
please bear in mind that i am intentionally underscoring the subjectivity of these statements. i
am not interested in defining asemic writing. i am willing to describe my experience of it.



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
Nov 9, 2014
to Tim Gaze
i love the energy of those issues of asemic magazine from 10-15 years ago. they were raw and
rough and passionate, pioneering, expanding into new frontiers. there isn't much of that spirit left
in this anthology. this feels like a curatorial project. those early asemic magazines were the
documentation of lived experience and exploration, snapshots taken on the run. they are
treasures. this anthology points sort of vaguely in their direction. not to be too critical of the
anthology. it does what it does very well, and that's all we should ask of it. i'm not  trying to
compare apples and oranges, only perhaps being explicit about my preference for one over the
other.
i'm mostly doing textual poetry these days, these past few years really.
i still make some vispo, but it's not my primary focus (if indeed if ever really was).
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Colonel Sanders & Alice Cooper, 1969

I come into Pittsburgh / At six-thirty flat / I found myself a vacant seat
/ An’ I put down my hat / “What’s the matter, Molly, dear /
What’s the matter with your mound?” / “What’s it to ya, Moby Dick?
This is chicken town!” / Lo and behold! Lo and behold! /
Lookin’ for my lo and behold / Get me outa here, my dear man! (Bob Dylan)
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12.01.2014

John Yau:  “This approach attests that there is neither a single vocabulary, nor a single way.
Johns may circle back to a small set of objects and motifs, and seem compulsive in his refusal
to let something go, but at the same time he is restless, paradoxically so. It is this combination
of habitual and agitated that seems central to his art.”

grab bag stuffed artichokes persistence of separation
book numerals persimmon bread magnet company is fire
street in a hawaiian salad norms red shadowbox
pumpkin crunch pie containment erupted pair in no
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shifts direct narrative-driven paradigm of zamboni
enlightenment served aesthetic states who beginning



De Villo Sloan / MinXus-Lynxus
Oct 4, 2014
Many Trashpo mailings include unaltered trash the sender has chosen to share with the
recipient. These might be saved by the recipient as art objects or talismans (DKulters especially
collect sacred Trashpo objects) or they may be used in a collaborative piece. The use of the
trash is left to the receiver, unless instructions are included. Jim Leftwich included a great deal
of trash in this mailing:



De Villo Sloan
MinXus-Lynxus
Sept 29, 2014

In the world of Trashpo and DKult, great significance is attached to a series of scannerbed
compositions made by Jim Leftwich in 2005 using packaging debris and other trash. These later
appeared on Fluxlist Europe circa 2007 and are widely considered prototypes that have had a
profound influence on the Trashpo being created today, even in instances where the trashpoet
is not familiar with the originals.



De Villo Sloan / MinXus-Lynxus
Sept 23, 2014
Around the time of the release of the summer 2014 issue of the DKULTNY Trashpo Fanzine, we
proposed that snippets of wisdom emanating from Trashpo luminaries Jim Leftwich and Diane
Keys (Elgin, Illinois, USA) be gathered and circulated among trashpoets in TLP (Tacky Little
Pamphlet) form, similar in concept to Chairman Mao’s little red book. Jim Leftwich mailed us
these interesting quotes, employing a fortune cookie style presentation, that might – indeed –
provide another model as well as content for our plans to circulate the thoughts of our Trashpo
founders.
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Go Make Something
Lisa Vollrath
2014

Trashpo
Trashpo is short for trash poetry, a concept that originated with visual poet Jim Leftwich. In
2005, Leftwich dumped a wastebasket onto a scanner, and posted photos of the random poetry
this created. Trashpo is a form of visual poetry, based on random, found arrangements of
letters, words, and images. In its very broadest sense, trashpo is art made from garbage.
The trashpo community has its own words to describe the types of work this concept has
spawned, and they are as unique as the artists who create them. For example:
Cerealism is trashpo made from cereal boxes.
Listpo is list poetry made using found lists, like shopping lists.
Scannerbed composition is a method of creating trashpo by dumping trash on a scanner and
scanning it.
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Michael Jacobson:  "1997 was the year of genesis for the current movement of asemic writing.
It's when visual poet Jim Leftwich and Tim Gaze connected and started sending out
quasi-calligraphic works to poetry magazines and calling them asemic."

Tim Gaze:  At the age of 30, I left my office job, & began to "be" a full-time writer. An
open-minded artist named Stuart Collins taught me a lot. He introduced me to William S
Burroughs' cut-up novels, suggested that squiggles could be deftly made & beautiful, &
desensitized me to having my precious words completely absorbed into collaborative texts.
From 1996 or so, I began looking for like-minded people overseas. Kostelanetz's Dictionary of
the Avant-Gardes (which is in the State Library of South Australia) listed Erik Belgum's address.
I wrote to Erik, who sent me a few things, including his satirical magazine Exile. Exile included a
copy of Selby's list, a legendary list of names & contact details of experimental poetry
magazines from around the world. Only a few of them included email addresses. Jim Leftwich
was one of them. He & I have been in more or less constant contact ever since. We've
published each others' work on numerous occasions, & collaborated on asemic pieces.

from the Wikipedia entry on Asemic Writing:
History
here's a slab quoted from a recent email from Jim Leftwich (he was explaining himself to an
artist named Billy Bob Beamer):

"sometime in the mid-90s, probably 97, a visual poet named john byrum sent me a postcard in
response to a series of poems i had sent him. the poems were letteral variations of poems by
John M. Bennett. in a ps at the bottom of the card byrum wrote something like "if you continue in
this vein you will soon be writing asemic poems". that was the first time i saw the word "asemic".
tim gaze contacted me around the same time. i was thinking about purely textual asemia. tim
was thinking about a more calligraphic form of writing. my textual work was already letteral, and
my visual work was breaking the letter-forms down and becoming a poetry of quasi- or sub-
letteral marks. i started making quasi-calligraphic works and sending them around to poetry
magazines - and calling them asemic. tim was doing something very similar. that was the
beginning of what is now being called "the asemic movement". i promoted the practice (and the
word itself) very energetically for several years (8 - 10 years or so). tim has been even more
energetic and ambitious, and is still going strong. there is a long and complex history preceding
all of this, of course, but this is how the current "movement" got underway. tim can tell you much
more about the history of the term itself. i don't know when it was first used to describe the kind



of work it is currently used to describe".

Michael Basinski
Switch - by Tim Gaze.2002. Anabasis/Xtant.
Unconscious at Cape Paterson - by Tim Gaze & Cornelis Vleeskens. 2002.
Anabasis/Xtant.
Xtant is Jim Leftwich, 1512 Mountainside Ct., Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707.
Anabasis is Thomas Lowe Taylor, Oysterville, Washington 98641-0216. Write to these folks
about prices and other good great books. www.anabasispress.com

Visual works. I am sure that these are examples of imaginative deep writing, they being other
symbols and lines merged into new forms or developing alphabets - now we have a name for
these works - Asemic writing. That is the word: Hear it: ASEMIC. But for me the delight of these
books, written in Asemic, is the reading of this work - because the new writing in these new
worlds/works with other alphabets demands a form of reading that translates into sound each
glyph or string, poem- therefore new sounds must be made and the expansive experience is
then IT. Wonderful to touch down on this terrific planet of other writing. These authors stretch it
and brake it and broke it and IS now someplace else … in the other… place of creativity.
Obviously the air is there breathable, beautiful. Let's go. Paint your wagon, and come along.

Michael Basinski
Asemia - by Tim Gaze and Jim Leftwich and Louise Tourney and Joe Maneri and
Abdourahamane Diarra.
2003. 96 pages. Anabasis. Xtant, 1512Mountianside Ct. Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707. Write
for price.

A form or branch of verbo-visual poetry, Asemic writing is an original progression within this
genre. Thank the Gods (and Pixies) some poets are getting beyond the 1960s and into
something other than simulations of Finlay or Cobbing, although, thank the Gods if these had a
proto-generator it might be Cobbing. But, nevertheless, Asemia strikes out boldly into a form of
writing that locates itself in primitive emotive states, pre-aural, pre-intellectual, when the sound
of emotions took forms like these. Carefully rendered glyphs of proto or other writing the works
ask the reader to fully engage them via what senses might be strongest in their particular
reading field. They are not puzzles. Not riddles waiting to be solved but works that form a state
of being that might be or should be the imaginative state. Like keyholes into the substructure of



the spiritual life of letters and words enter and enjoy. Maneri writes a sequence of 24 spirit
poems – sort of a form of spiritually dictated or guided automatic poetry! Poet as medium – I like
it. Not seen this! And Diarra is from Mali – my first read of a vis-poet from that continent. We
speak to each other with a poetry form from the other! Wow again. Wow.

Michael Basinski
Asemic Magazine. No. 3. - Tim Gaze, editor.
P.O. Box 1011, Kent Town, SA 5071, Australia. You gotta write to Tim for the price or send some
dollars – I understand he is outta work so he needs support. Ya can’t expect something for
nothing. See – being a poet means you be broke and broke – down-under or up-under – don’t
matter. Maybe send a lettuce!

Now… why a magazine? – ? “Paper has more presence than electronic media” that’s a
quote from Tim Gaze – I mean you gotta like this poet – him being Australia’s and world’s
inonavigator and flashlight light into the darkness. Visual poets and poets or all stripes gotta
wish there were more Gazes. And you see Asemic is the best new brand new nude thing
coming in visual poetry in twenty years! Let me quote, “The world “asemic” means having no
semantic content.” That means it is not writing but writing that demands improvisation to
translate. This means there is no arrogance of learned poet. This means sound improvisation is
always a possibility – all works sing! This means pagan – pre meaning. Ah! What joy. All
favorites of visual poetry work within this one like Ross Priddle, Jim Leftwich, Jack Berry, Ficus!
And more endless. And I was happy to find a Brion Gysin work in the mag also. He was once
colleague of William Burroughs. And when I saw it, I said, why yes, Gysin was into this in the
1960s. Now it is asemic and Tim Gaze on his non semantic eastern dragon bakes the cake of
this brand new writing form. A fat issue. You need it. You gotta get with it. Remember that small
press ushered in visual poetry 40 years ago. Time to reinvigorate this genre again you of small
press, you who are gods and goddesses and humble slices of peach pie and black coffee poem.

Tim Gaze
The word “asemic” was taught to me by a poet & publisher from the USA named Jim Leftwich, in
1998. He’d earlier heard it from another US poet & publisher, John Byrum. Soon after I learned
this word, I began to publish Asemic magazine, for asemic writing & related artforms from
around the world. Asemic has grown from a folded A3 sheet to a 100 page book. Many people
are familiar with the word “semantics”. This word can be taken at least two ways: the study of
meanings; the study of meanings in words. I use the word “asemic” in the sense of “having no
worded meaning”. Most often, I use it in the term “asemic writing”. Asemic writing is something



which appears to be writing, but which the person looking at it can’t read. The works in this
exhibition can be described as asemic writing.

Geof Huth
Jim Leftwich explained asemic writing to Tim Gaze this way in a note he sent on 27 Jan 1998:
“A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a sememe,
analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of language for
reasons other than that of producing meaning.”

TIM GAZE
THE OXYGEN OF TRUTH

THIS IS A COLLECTION of improvised asemic texts. The word “asemic” means “having no
semantic content.” These pieces contain handwriting gestures, letters and symbols, characters
from other writing systems such as Chinese, Arabic and Korean, fragments of letters, and new
symbols of my own devising. Thus, they incorporate writing, but at an infra-verbal level.
I produce these works while physically excited but mentally still. Usually late at night, when
stoned and drunk, with intense music such as drum’n’bass or dub reggae playing, in a “no mind”
state. That is to say, the part of my mind that composes ideas into words and sentences is not
operating. Rather, I make a mark, pause and look, make another mark and so on, until the page
feels complete. There is an element of dance in my movement. An intuitive, rather than logical,
process. Quite similar to Zen art.
The American poet Jim Leftwich taught me the word “asemic.” His asemic work is one source of
inspiration. Two Belgian poets, Henri Michaux and Christian Dotrement, produced a lot of work
on this interstice between writing and visual art. The Australian poet Cornelis Vleeskens
independently arrived at a related style, although he doesn’t refer to his work as “asemic.” All of
these inform my work. Note that all of these people are or were practising verbal poets.
Conversely, I don’t regard the work of the abstract expressionists as asemic. Their compositions
tend to use free gestures rather than writing-like gestures.
Crazy Running Style Chinese calligraphy, avant-garde Japanese calligraphy such as was
practised by the Gutai and Bokujin-kai groups, certain tendencies in contemporary visual poetry,
and illegible graffiti lettering are all part of what I see as an asemic stream. In May 1999, 1
began publishing a little magazine titled asemic, to weave the threads of this tradition into
something more coherent.
Chinese ink landscapes are said to be written. Hand-drawn Javanese batik designs are also



said to be written. In Asian cultures, calligraphy, painting and poetry are intertwined. I perceive
the asemic tradition as a Western attempt to generate a similar fusion of these separate streams
of culture.
Asemic texts have no writer-intended meaning. If you the viewer perceive a meaning, you’ve
created that meaning yourself. This is a mystery.
Many of my emotional states are unspeakable in words. Only through asemic writing can I
express what’s inside me.
As a writer of prose and poetry in several styles, I feel as if I’ve arrived at the event horizon
between writing and not-writing, a point on the edge of chaos. The air is sweet here. Only words
lie; asemic texts cannot lie. Here is the oxygen of truth.

Adelaide, Australia
November 1999

TEXTIMAGEPOEM
SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 2006

Defiant Reading

subjective asemic postulates

as one route through the experiential, a moment encountered as encoded information is
decoded in the sensorium to a biosemiotic aggregate subsequently reencoded as language. at
this distance, twice-removed, we find ourselves cognizant of our own experiences. human
commonality in the sense of its social utility is predicated upon the assurance of subjective
experience having become relatively homogenous through its encipherment in shared
language. as one route through this encipherment, we might posit as its root components the
recognizable variations on the standard shapes ascribed to a set of alphabeticals used in its
written depiction. another, related route would investigate the sounds evoked under normative
conditions by this same set of alphabeticals. by mutating the standard alphabetical forms,
asemic writing destabilizes the encipherment at the site of its visible construction. asemic writing
necessitates processes of navigation and decipherment only analogous to normative reading
strategies. reading becomes recombinative, recuperative, and improvisational, in direct
transgression of normative linguistic homogeneity, opening to a reconstituted subjectivity of
experience within language. a strictly semiotic system is reconfigured as asemic when
subjectivity assumes primacy for its interpretive elaboration. one effect of this is to introduce the
seductive fallacy of having returned to an origin or immediacy, as if the act of destabilizing a
human code could erase the human factor from a continual dialectic of the coded, the decoded,
and the reencoded. destabilization of the alphabeticals disables received strategies of reading,



thus opening the asemic text to interpretive experiences outside the set of acceptable
interactions as reading. consensus reality is not communicable by an asemic field. structural
censorship constraining the spectrum of permissible experience is not enforceable within an
asemic field. hierarchical stratifications of the dominant culture, delineating slots and roles for
authorities and subalterns, are available only as transparently arbitrary constructions within an
asemic field. the asemic text offers an alternative subjectivity, a site for extrapolations of the
experiential, in direct opposition to any homogenous template sanctioned in the diminished
capacities of socially- and linguistically-constructed identities. the asemic writer extends an
openness, an absence, to the reader. as one route through this absence, we might posit the
provisional reinvention of reading as a radical extrapolation of subjective experience. nomadic
reading strategies along the rhizome of the asemic insinuate fractal basins for the anarchic
subject.

Jim Leftwich
02.27.03
(solicited by Andrew Topel for his book, Asemic Theories)
http://ww3.rediscov.com/sacknerarchives/ShowItem.aspx?121201422535~46740
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Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>
3/6/13
to me
g'day Jim.
you've probably seen the call for asemic works for an anthology of asemic handwriting being
edited by Michael Jacobson & I.
looks like it will contain mostly visuals, with no essays apart from an introduction, & short bios at
the end.
I'd like to include a page of your psilocybin inspired "spirit writing" (as I think John Bennett called
it). it feels like a pure form of writing. I have a folder full of photocopies of many of your pages. I
don't suppose you would have any originals left in your house?
I recently enrolled in a disability care course. a bit overwhelmed with assignments.
hope all's well,
Tim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
3/6/13
to Tim
hi tim



a page from "spirit writing" would be perfect. thanks!
you're right - i hardly have anything in my house that dates from the 90s.
it's all in the ohio state archive, or somewhere in the mail art network
(which is very much ok with me).
hope you're well.
jim
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Penny Rimbaud
I don't think we were in the least bit involved in developing as a band. I don't think that entered
into the equation. I think we simply... our political analysis broadened, then narrowed, and
broadened, or whatever it did. And what we produced as a band was a reflection of where we
stood politically. Our response to things wasn't a musical or a lyrical response, it was a political
response. I think that we brought to our music a wide range of influences. But then they weren't
employed as musical influences, if you understand.
We weren't a band. We never were a band. I don't think we even saw ourselves as a band. I
certainly never saw ourselves as a band. We certainly didn't belong in the sort of pantomime of
rock'n'roll, and probably even less in the pantomime of what became known as punk. It wasn't
our interest. I mean, we weren't interested in making records. We were interested in making
statements, and records happened to be a way of making statements.
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